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Mormon Monument 
(Adams County, Iowa) 
By George Bickford 
A CROSS our meadow hills 
Cut deep into the clay and loam of virgin sod 
There lies an ancient trail. 
Almost a century has passed 
Since sturdy Mormon bands 
Were thrust from hostile lands 
To make this trail. 
Their heavy push carts creaked and groaned, 
And weak souls fell along the way, 
But they bore on, and day by day 
Saw golden future in the west. 
I used to linger on the trail at dusk, 
And in my fancy feel the tired, trudging step 
And hear the cheering word 
As night drew on and they could rest. 
A distant goal not quite in view, 
Which drove them on from day to day, 
Forbade them tarry on the way— 
The sternest test of loyalty. 
And now a rugged oak 
With ninety rings, 
Has spread its shady cloak 
Where passed that pilgrimage 
When it was but a seed. 
And as the summer rains rush down 
Leaving the clay of red and brown 
The trail on the slopes is growing deeper. 
And here and there where men have plowed 
And cut the sod across the trail 
The tasselled corn grows tall and proud, 
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Where once the creak of cart was heard 
And dying pilgrim's wail. 
But summer's rain and farmer's plow 
Can change but can not quite destroy 
That landmark both to pain and joy— 
A monument to faith. 
TTo WALK in the snow, 
The wind, and the rain, 
To ache with the cold 
And enjoy the pain, 
To feel the fog 
In soft caress— 
These things, to me, 
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Are happiness. 
T T H E needle-sharp hurt 
Of driving sleet, 
The pleasant risk 
Of an icy street, 
The glowing tang 
Of autumn air— 
They make me wish 
To do and dare. 
Hpo BURN in the heat 
Of a scorching sun, 
To work, to feel, 
To walk and run, 
To lie inert 
On solid sod— 
They're elemental; 
They show me God. 
